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Diary versus     Power Writing

Diary
– Random

– Collection of day’s 
events or thoughts. 

– Kept private

Power Writing
– Intentional

– Write about feelings or 
exceptionally good or bad 
experiences of the day. 

– May or may not be shared 



Benefits of power writing

– Physical and mental health 
outcomes 

– Communication

– Evaluate ideas

– Learning

– Planning

– Self-awareness

– Speed

– Language

– Self-improvement



Power writing teaches problem 
solving

– Recognizing problems

– Planning

– Writing

– Editing

– Revising

Regardless of the problems we 
face, it’s helpful when we can 
recognize those problems, plan
how to address them, 
communicate that plan 
effectively to ourselves and 
others, implement that plan, 
accept and give feedback, 
communicate, and then revise
to make things even better. 



Types of power writing

Free 
write Poetry Lists

Letters Your 
“story”



Getting your child to power write

Format Prompt your child Assign it Research and take 
notes

Let your child 
decide what to do 

with his/her writing







Getting your child to power 
write

– Older children may WRITE

– What do you want to write 
about? 

– Reflect on that topic. 

– Investigate it. 

– Time yourself as you write. 

– Exit the process with more 
reflection.

– Child’s pace

– Ignore spelling & grammar



Type an email to yourself

– Either keep it in your draft box or schedule it to be sent later

– Spark for iOS, Boomerang for Gmail, built into Outlook

– Briefly write why you decided to homeschool or the best things 
about homeschooling. 

– Look back at this email (if in drafts) or schedule it for a day in 
the middle of next week. 



Draw your feeling

– Think of a feeling word that describes how you feel

– Draw a simple shape 

– Write the feeling word on the inside. 

– Along the shape, write

– A color 

– A place

– An event

– Something that encourages the feeling

– Something that discourages the feeling





Final Thoughts...

– Encourage any written 
expression of feelings

– Listen, no comments, when 
children share Power 
Writing. 

– www.MomStuff.net

– www.HomeschoolHotlinks.com


